“At the outset the transfer from
our original provider was without
doubt smooth and effortless and
since then the service received
has been of the highest quality.”

NSI Gold for the
monitoring of:
l Intruder Alarms
l Fire Alarms
l CCTV
l Lone Worker Alarms
l Vehicle Tracking

www.securi-guardmonitoring.co.uk

STEPHEN JEFFREY, VIS SECURITY SOLUTIONS

Alarm Monitoring
Securi-Guard Monitoring not only monitor intruder alarms, fire alarms, panic alarms and
lone/vulnerable worker alarms, the company can also monitor gas detectors, pressure
alarms, freezer/boiler temperatures etc. In fact we can monitor virtually any premises or
any piece of equipment.
Securi-Guard Monitoring uses the latest in alarm signalling technology including RedCare,
Dualcom, Emizon and Digital Communicator receiving equipment which offers national
monitoring from our NSI Gold Alarm Receiving Centre, which operates 24 hours a day, 365
days of the year.
At Securi-Guard Monitoring we use Sentinel Plus as our alarm handling software. This
software combines simplicity of use with the flexibility to manage any alarm signalling
system and is the most advanced software package of its type.
As an established company, Securi-Guard Monitoring understands the importance of
choosing a suitable monitoring provider that allows installers to provide a high quality and
reliable service, using the latest technology. Because we understand this, we not only
provide a highly effective rapid response but also constantly review and update our
monitoring equipment and personnel beyond industry standards. We also provide a secure
on-line website, known as Guard-Net, allowing you as an installer to access your own
information regarding your clients.
Using Guard-Net installers can update and edit their clients` information, apply holiday
dates and even view `easy to understand` activation reports, as well as the actions taken
by the Operator after the activation. As an installer you do not even need to contact
Securi-Guard when carrying out routine maintenance or dealing with a breakdown, both
you and/or your engineers can remotely put the monitored alarm on test via Guard-Net or
by using a WAP enabled mobile phone.
For more information and to discuss your monitoring requirements and the services you
are interested in please contact us on:

Free phone: 0800 074 3534

Freefone:

0800 074 3534
Email:
info@securi-guard.co.uk

